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Claim

A vehicle seat having a back-rest frame, the 
back-rest frame comprising:

a pair of opposite side members, each side member 
being of an elongated, open, substantially u-shaped 
channel—like configuration and having a closed back, spaced 
inner and outer side walls and a sloping surface which 
define an open interior cavity, the closed back of each 
side member facing forwardly of the vehicle seat, the open 
interior cavity of each side member having an opening 
rearwardly of the vehicle seat, and the sloping surface of 
each side member extending angularly inwards and rearwards 
from the closed back to the inner side wall; and

seat= adjustment means provided in the open 
interior cavities;

wherein the closed back of each side member is of 
sufficient width to accommodate the seat adjustment means

in the open interior cavity.
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(57) Abstract

Vehicle seat with a back-rest frame (3) and/or a seat-frame 
(5), provided with respective lateral open side bars (6, 7) with U- 
shaped cross-sections. The lateral bars (6,7) of the back-rest frame 
(3) in particular are designed as "polyhedral bodies", which can be 
subjected to strong forces from all the main directions where force 
is applied, their internal space being large enough to receive struc
tural seat-adjustment elements, the total structural volume of the 
seat remaining small.

(57) Zusammenfassung

Fahrzeugsitz mit einem RQckenlehnenrahmen (3) und/oder 
einem Sitzrahmen (5), die jeweils seitlich angeordnete im Quer- 
schnitt U-fdrmig offene Seitenholme (6,7) aufweisen. Es wird vor- 
geschlagen, insbesondere die Seitenholme (6, 7) des Riickenleh- 
nenrahmens (3) als "Vielfiachenkdrper" auszubilden, die hohe 
KrSfte aus alien wesentlichen Kraftangriffsrichtungen aufnehmen 
konnen und dabei zugleich einen geniigend grossen inneren Hohl- 
ratim aufweisen, in dem konstruktive Verstellelemente des Sitzes 
anzuordnen sind, so dass das Bauvolumen des Sitzes insgesamt ge
ring ist.
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Vehicle seat with a back-rest frame

Description

5 The present invention relates to a vehicle seat with a back

rest frame and/or a seat frame*

Frame constructions with hollow-profile side members open on one 

10 side are already known. They are usvd primarily with thin walls 

in order to reduce their weight. However, special measures are 

necessary to ensure that such hollow-profile side members are 

stable and resistant to torsion. This applies particularly to 

side members of back-rest frames, to the upper end of which an

15 additional safety belt may be affixed.

As measures for achieving the desired load capacity and torsional 

rigidity of the side members it is known that special cross
section profiles, which can be, for example, symmetrical C-

20 shapes of U-shapes, should be selected for the side members which

are generally fabricated from bars. It is also known that the • ' ■ - ·
side members of back-rest frames can be arranged in such a manner

I » * '
: : th?.t the axes of the greatest moment of resistance run approxi

mately in the direction of the application of force by the safety

*25k, belt, that is to say, at an angle to the longitudinal direction 

*.··. of the seat (cf. DE-OS 36 24 295). However, the resulting back
* rest has a greater structural volume than that desired especially

. .. for a flat back-rest and it has a smaller moment of resistance
• · - ■

...: in the direction of the forces which act approximately perpend-• · · '
‘ icular to the back-rest and which are particularly great in the

· · · ■
. *: region of the articulation of the back-rest frame with the base« « · ·
,...· structure of the seat and/or the seat frame.

35
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The present invention attempts to overcome one or more of 
the above problems .

According to the present invention there is provided a 
vehicle seat having a back-rest frame, the back-rest frame

5 comprising:
a pair of opposite side members, each side member 

being of an elongated, open, substantially u-shaped 
channel-like configuration and having a closed back, spaced, 
inner and outer side walls and a sloping surface which

10 define an open interior cavity, the closed back of each 
side member facing forwardly of the vehicle seat, the open 
interior cavity of each side member having an opening 
rearwardly of the vehicle seat, and the sloping surface of 
each side member extending angularly inwards and rearwards

15 from the closed back to the inner side wall; and
seat adjustment means provided in the open

interior cavities;
wherein the closed back of each side member is of 

a sufficient width to accommodate the seat adjustment means
20 in the open interior cavity.

It is preferred that the widths of each side member 
decreases towards the top of each side member and the side 
members substantially defining an outer contour of the 
back-rest.

25 With regard to the back-rest frame, it is preferred that 
the structural depth of the side members may be altered 
also, and it should preferably be increased in the 
direction towards the lower ends of the side members. At 
these lower ends of the side members, that is to say at

30 their base, the pivot axis for adjustment of the 
inclination of the back-rest is offset forwards in the 
direction towards the user of the seat, that is to say, 
adjacent to the back of the side members. As opposed to 
this, the articulation points of the inclination adjustment
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device on the side members are positioned towards the rear, 
that is to say, away from the user of the seat into the 
vicinity of the open side of the side members. This 
preferred embodiment yields an especially effectual

5 articulation of the side members of the back-rest frame 
with the base structure of the seat which is well able to 
counteract all applied forces._____ ;______________________________
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-f-ke. preferred. <r(~
The result is that, with the construction in accordance with^the 
present invention, it is ensured that the side members have a 

wide back profile with a wide interior profile space for 

receiving the adjustment elements of the seat and, at the same
( : I

time, because of the moulded-on sloping surfaces, as well as 

because of a specific configuration giving the outer contour, and 

also because of the structural-depth alteration referred to, they 

form polyhedral bodies right down to the deep and wide base of 
the side members, which can counteract all the strong forces 
applied in substantially all directions because of their 
torsional rigidity.

The effect achieved by the accommodation of the seat adjustment 

elements in the interior profile space is that the structural

15 volume of the seat remains small in the desired manner. In 
particular, this applies to the desired flat construction of the 

back-rest which, because of the integrated accommodation of the 
back-rest adjustment elements in the space of the outer and 

laterally disposed side members, does not cause any increase in
20 thickness of the back-rest in the especially critical middle 

region of said back-rest.

Because of the integrated accommodation of the seat adjustment 

elements, for example an arrest element, an adjustment motor or

25 the like, in the interior profile space of the side members and, 

at the same time, the fastening of the adjustment elements to 

both side walls of the side members, an additional extreme 

stiffening of the side member hollow profile is also achieved.

30 However, the greater width of the back of the side members which 

is required for the utilisation of the interior profile space 

does not disturb the seating comfort, because the backs of the 

side members have a surface sloping towards the middle of the 

seat which forms a trough in the back-rest and/or the seat to

35 accommodate the body of the user and, at the same time, provides 

lateral supports for the body of the user.

r ’ ,·
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The previously-described "polyhedral bodies" as side members for 

the vehicle seat is a new construction principle which intention
ally avoids the utilisation of extruded, angled or rolled 

profiled bars for the side members of back-rest frames and/or

5 z seat frames. None the less, the polyhedral body can be fabricated 
/j at low cost from sheet metal with the use· of a forming die, under 

which conditions the light structural weight can be taken into 
consideration by appropriate optimisation of the sheet metal wall

thicknesses.
10

With regard to the side members of a seat frame, an expedient 

embodiment of the present invention makes provision for a second 

member (referred to hereinafter as a base member), with a U- 

shaped cross-section open towards the top, to be disposed below

15 each of the side members of the seat frame, and for the side 

member to be adjustable in relation to its base member by means 

of adjustment elements which are accommodated in the cavity 

enclosed by the side members.

20 Here it is especially advantageous for the outer wall of the 

side members to project down to cover the base members. This 

allows for the base member profile to be almost completely 

covered and the turned down side wall (flange) of the side member 

can be used advantageously for attachment of handgrips or other

25 manual actuating devices without running the risk of the hand of 

the seat user being caught between the side and the base members.

¢( pr&ferr&d
An example of^embodiment of the invention will now be described 

in greater detail, with reference to the accompanying drawings,

30 in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective vi,ew from the, front of vehicle seat in 
« /)ns+erreo( e^iboqiM-eiyt vt 

accordance 'with^the present invention,

35 Fig. 2 is a perspective view from the rear of vehicle seat 

depicted in Fig. 1.
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The vehicle seat illustrated depicts the metal construction 

without upholstery and seat covering materials. It consists 

essentially of a back-rest frame 3 with an adjustable head 

support 4 and a seat frame 5.
5

The back-rest frame 3 has two side members 6 and 7, each of which 

has a wide closed back 8 and 9 respectively, with an inside 

surface 10 and 11 respectively sloping inwards towards the middle 

of the back-rest.

1 θ epez\ Kv/e-Hor ctn/rfi&e
This construction provides^ profilo οραοοο· 12 and 13 which are 

accessible from the rear and can be utilised to accommodate 
structural elements for adjustment of the seat and back-rest.

15 In the illustrated example of embodiment, there are adjustment 

elements in the form of bar clamping devices 14, 15 and 16, 17 

and 18, 19. It can be seen that the clamping devices are on both 

sides of the seat, that is to say they are respectively attached 
to both side walls 20, 21 and 22, 23 of the side members and thus

20 ensure additional stiffening qf the side members 6 and 7.

The outer side walls 20 and 23 of the side members 6 and 7 are 

provided with shoulder surfaces 24 and 25 conforming to the outer 

contour of the back-rest and, as most clearly recognisable on the

25 outer surfaces 20 and 23 - the structural depth, measured between 

the back and the open side of the side members - increases 

towards the lower end of the side members of the back-rest.

The result of this is that the side members 6 and 7 as illustr- 

30 ated are "polyhedral bodies", the individual surfaces of which
(namely the back surfaces 8, 9, the sloping surfaces 10, 11, the 

side walls 20, 21 and 22, 23 and the shoulder surfaces 24, 25) 
each has its own spatial disposition, differing f_om all the 

others, so that side members are produced with extreme torsional

35 rigidity, which can counteract the effect of strong forces 

applied from substantially any direction.

-...-_o

/'·’
?■■ ■
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The pivot axes 26 and 27 for adjusting the inclination of the 
back-rest are located at th lower end of the side members 6 and 

7 close to the associated back surfaces 8 and 9 of said side 

members. These pivot axes are intentionally offset forwards in

5 the direction towards the user of the seat and act in conjunction 

with the articulation axes 28 and 29 which are offset towards the 

rear and which serve for articulation with, or fastening to, the 

bar clamping devices 14 and 16 on the side members. Thus the axes 
26, 27 and 28, 29 are situated at the base ends of the side

10 members and are relatively far apart and they allow for the 
forces generated when the vehicle seat is moved to be transmitted 
readily through the side members 6 and 7 into the base support 

of the seat or, in the case illustrated, into the seat frame 5.

15 The seat frame also has side members 30 and 31 which have wide 

back surfaces 32 and 33 of such a type that it is possible to 

accommodate structural adjustment elements for the seat in the 

cavity enclosed within the side members, that is to say in the 
interior profile space.

20

In the example of embodiment illustrated, there are base members 

34 and 35 located beneath each side member 30 and 31 respectively 

and, between these side and base members there is an enclosed 

interior space in which the bar clamping elements 36, 37 are

25 accommodated. These bar clamping elements serve the purpose, by 

way of the linkage 38, 39, of pushing the front end of the side 

members 30, 31 upwards in the vertical direction away from the 

base members 34, 35, and in this way a simple adjustment of the 

Slope of the seat frame 5 relative to the base members is made

30 possible.

In the usual fashion, the side members of both the back-rest 

frame and the seat frame are connected together by cross strut 

bars 40 to 45 inclusive. Instead of this type of cross strut, it

35 is possible to use other cross connectors, for example in the 

form of metal sheets.

•Λ
' IP
f·:
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Fastened, by way of the pivot axes 46 and 47, to the upper end 

of the back-rest frame 3 there is a tiltable head support 4, the 

inclination of which can be adjusted in relation to the back

rest frame 3 by means of the bar clamping elements 18, 19. This

5 bar clamping element is also accommodated inside the interior 

profile space of the side member of the back-rest frame, so that 

it requires no additional space for installation and it is thus 
kept away from all upholstery materials (not depicted) of the 
seat to ensure that is capable of functioning correctly.

10

The fundamental functional structures of all. the afore-mentioned 

bar clamping elements are already known from DE-OS 34 20 103 and 

they are actuated by means of Bowden cables, the actuating 

devices (not depicted) for which are fastened onto one of the

15 outer walls 48 or 49 of the side members 30, 31 of the seat frame

5 which substantially completely cover the base members at the 
top and sides, so that there is no danger of injury here to the 
user of the actuating devices for the Bowden cables.

4».

• - ‘‘ 1
■/·./
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A vehicle seat having a back-rest frame, the 
back-rest frame comprising:

a pair of opposite side members, each side member
5 being of an elongated, open, substantially u-shaped 

channel-like configuration and having a closed back, spaced 
inner and outer side walls and a sloping surface which 
define an open interior cavity, the closed back of each- 
side member facing forwardly of the vehicle seat, the open

IQ interior cavity of each side member having an opening 
rearwardly of the vehicle seat, and the sloping surface of 
each side member extending angularly inwards and rearwards 
from the closed back to the inner side wall; and

seat adjustment means provided in the open
15 interior cavities;

wherein the closed back of each side member is of 
a sufficient width to accommodate the seat adjustment means 
in the open interior cavity.

2. A vehicle seat according to claim 1, wherein the 
20 width of each side member decreases towards the top of each

side member and the side members substantially defining an 
outer contour of the back-rest.

3 . A vehicle seat according to claims 1 or 2,
wherein each side member has a structural depth being the

25 distance between the opening of each side member and the 
closed back of each side member, and. wherein the structural 
depth increases towards the bottom of each side member.

4. A vehicle seat according to any one of the
preceding claims, yrherein the side members are able to

3 0 pivot at pivot axes to adjust the inclination of the back
rest, the pivot axes being adjacent the bottom of each side 
member and adjacent the closed back of each side member.
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5. A vehicle seat according to claim 4, wherein the 
seat adjustment means are pivotally attached to each of the 
side members at a point which is adjacent the bottom of 
each side member and adjacent the openir*" of the open

5 interior cavity of each side member.

6. A vehicle seat substantially as hereinbefore 
described with reference to and as illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings.

Dated this 24th day of February 1993.

10 KLAUS STURHAN
By Its Patent Attorneys

GRIFFITH HACK & CO.
Fellows. Institute of patent 
Attorneys of Australia.
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ENGINEERING CO. LTD) 14. Marz 1984, 
siehe Seite 4, Zeile 2 - Seite 5, Zeile 17; 
Figuren ■

1,2

A 5

A FR, A, 1382039 (DAIMLER BENZ AG) 1964,
siehe Seite 1, rechte Spalte, Zeilen 3-29? 
Figuren ■

1,2

A FR, A, 2306659 (OTACO LTD) 5. November 1976, 
siehe Seite 9, Zeilen 3-34; Figuren

1,2 ·

* Besondere Kategorien von angegebenen Veroffentlichungen10: 
"A" Veroffentlichung, die den allgemeinen Stand der Technik

definiert, aber nicht alt besondere bedeutsam anzusehen ist
"E'!alteres Dokument, das jedoch erst am Oder nach dem interna

tionalen Anmeldedatum veroffentlicht worden ist

"L" Veroffentlichung, die geeignet ist, einen Prioritatsanspruch 
zweifelhaft erscheinen zu lessen, Oder durch die das Verof- 
fentlichungsdatum einer anderen im Recherchenbericht ge- 
namten Wroffentlichung belegt warden soil Oder die aus einem 
anderen besonderen Grund angegeben ist (wit ausgefiihrt)

"O" Veroffentlichung, die sich auf eine miindliche Offenbarung, 
■v tine Benutzung, eine Ausstellung Oder andere MaQnahmen 
\ bezieht

"P'^.Verdffentlichung, die vor dem internationalen Anmeideda- 
turn, aber nach dem beanspruchten Prioritatsdatum veroffent- 
licht worden ist

"T" Spatere Veroffentlichung, die nach dem internationalen An
meldedatum Oder dem Prioritatsdatum veroffentlicht worden 
ist und mit der Anmeldung nicht kollidiert, sondern nur zum 
Verstandnis del der Erf indung zugrundefiegenden Prinzipt . 
cider der ihr zugrundeliegenden Theorie angegeben ist

"X" Veroffentlichung von besonderer Bedeutung; die beanspruch- 
te Erf indung kann nicht als neu oder auf erfinderischer Tatig- 
keit beruhend betrachtet werden

"Y" Veroffentlichung von besonderer Bedeutung; die beansprueh- 
te Erfindung kann nicht als auf erfinderischer Tatigkeit be
ruhend betrachtet warden, wenn die Veroffentlichung mit 
einer Oder mehreren anderen Veroffentlichungen dieser Kate- 
gorie in Verbindung gebracht wird und diese Verbindung fiir 
einen Fachmann nahellegend ist
Veroffentlichung, die Mitgliei derselben Patentfamilie ist
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